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Abstract: Information sharing by digital media is a vital and challenging one. These challenges are faced with the help
of cryptographic techniques. Cryptography is a progressive technology that Uses key for encryption with plain text. To
provide the security of data while communication in cryptography Algorithm and Key are require. The integrity,
confidentiality and authenticity of the data in communication depend on algorithm as well as on key. The length of key
in cryptography is restricted due to human memorize ability. Only Cryptography is a technique which has a capability
to transform the secure information over the internet. The main objective of this paper is to increase the security of
communication by providing encryption to the information from the key generated by using an images. Based on the
RGB image selected from database a key is generated which is further used for encryption and decryption purpose of
the messages which is then transmitted and received between two sides. The AES algorithm is used in this technique on
both side for encrypting and decrypting the original message. The generation of key from RGB image(color
image)technique is a technique which will work better for key generation than available the traditional key generation
method.
Keywords: Cryptography, encryption, decryption and key.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cryptography provides security to the data which is
transferred in publically shared media. When cryptography
keys are long, it can identify by the attacker, but it will be
difficult to remember. The security of cryptographic
system relies on the fact that the cryptographic keys are
secret and known only to the legitimate user. The
communication technologies have major impact in this
world hence to ensure security while transferring of
information is important. Thus new cryptography
approach shows the image based key generate and the
encryption and decryption for different data. The proposed
system focuses on generating a 16 Byte key based on
images. The generated key need not have to be stored.
These key can be generated anywhere by using the image
and the session of image. This creates more complexity to
crack or guess the keys by using the cryptanalysis
techniques. To break this algorithm, we need to know the
images database, color image channel, the key value and
the session type. This method is more secure than
traditional cryptographic processes. The algorithm process
has an advantages of key generation based on session.
This process provides more flexibility that any RGB
image can be used for key generation as the key
generation is directly based on the image content. To
apply more security AES algorithm is used for generating
chipper data from the original data and to get original data
back again apply AES decryption algorithm on encrypted
data. Color image values are taken and processed for 16
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byte key generation. There by it is able to creates a
complex system for cracking and easy way to implement.
This algorithm focused on the image data based security.
According to literature survey and research done it can be
found that AES algorithm is most efficient in terms of
speed, time and throughput.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
“A Novel Cryptography Method Based on Image for
Key Generation”. Tawfiq S.Barhoom et al.
In this paper they have proposed and produced an
experimental result on the method which is more secure
than traditional cryptographic processes. Cryptography
provides security to the data which is transmitted between
the communicators through a shared media. When the
keys used for the encryption and decryption are too long, it
is difficult to be remembered and unable to guess by the
attacker. Storing the secret key in a database or in a file is
insecure. The security of the cryptographic system relies
on the fact called cryptographic keys which are secret and
known only to the authorized user. Thus the new concept
of Cryptography is being determined based on the key
generated directly from an image stored in the database
and the process of key generation is based on sessions.
This method creates more complexity to crack or guess the
keys by using the cryptanalysis techniques .So it
impossible to break the algorithm unless we know the
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image from database, color image channel, the key value
and the session type. This process has an advantage that
key length varies according to the length of the message
and it is more flexible on any RGB images.[1]
“A Novel Cryptographic Key Generation Method
Using Image Features” B.Santhi et al.
They have proposed a method which overcome the
disadvantages of several methods such as steganography
and cryptography which deals with difficult in the size of
information to be transferred and with encryption using
the keys which is difficult in remembering and can be
easily cracked. Thus, the author has determined the
concept which should be flexible and should not be
compromises in the strength of key generated and
information security, their by proposing the secret key
which is being generated from an image. Using the Gray
Level Co-occurrence properties of the image, a 56-bit subkey is generated. Therefore the sub- key is initialized as
secret key to the encryption and decryption of the message
which is to be transmitted securely and efficiently between
the communicators. The strength of the key is much better
than the key generation process of other algorithms
because the key is based on the image properties, which is
impossible to predict.[2]
“Efficient Cryptographic Key Generation Using
Biometrics”. Dr.R.Seshadri et al.
They have proposed an efficient cryptographic key
generation algorithm using biometrics. As the
conventional cryptographic keys are large they are very
difficult to remember. Hence they have integrated
biometrics like fingerprint, face, voice, iris etc. along with
cryptography for an efficient secure key generation. In this
paper finger prints are used for generating cryptographic
keys. Finger print patterns are used for key generation as
they are stable for a person’s life time. Three models are
used in the proposed system they are key release, key
binding and key generation. In key release mode the key
and the biometric are stored separately in a template and
the key will be released only if the biometric matches. In
key binding mode a cryptographic biometric matching
algorithm is used for authentication and key release. In
key generation mode key is generated based on the
biometric data directly and it s not stored in the
database.[3]
“A Novel Key Generation Cryptosystem Based on Face
Features” Lifang Wu et al.
They have proposed an algorithm to share the pictures
through a shared medium. Face biometrics is the most
effective biometric feature universally known because it
uniquely identifies the differences in the face features.
During the encryption phase the face key features are
extracted. Based upon the optimal bit order and the
binarization which are saved in the look-up table the biokeys are generated. The generated bio keys are then
encrypted. The face images are unequalled because of the
noise in the camera. It is solved by error-correct- code
(ECC). While transmitting from the sender side the
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encrypted message is sent with the ECC code. At the
receiver end the decrypted data is obtained using ECC
code and the bio-keys are generated back with the help of
the look-up table. By this approach a secure and stable
binary key is generated for the transmission of images.[5]
“CryptoStego-A Novel Approach Creating Crypto graphic Keys and Messages” Damir Omerasevic et al
They have proposed an algorithm in which the plaintext is
shared with the help of images by establishing the
cryptographic key. The size of the key and the space is
limitless. The main objective of the paper is to share
messages with the help of multimedia files. Any
multimedia file of bigger size compared to the messages is
chosen. The sender will choose an image from the set of
images and selects the position for attaching the plain text.
The plain text is then XOR-ed with the set of selected bits
in the image and sent to the receiver with the details of the
position of file and the index. Each message is encrypted
separately with the unique key which is similar to one time
padding. Selecting the multimedia file and the position
where the plaintext is to be attached is selected using an
algorithm. This method generates cryptographic keys that
are not based on any particular size.[6]
III. DRAWBACKS OF PREVIOUS SYSTEM
The size of color image is always greater than that the size
of text. Therefore, cryptography required much time to
encrypt data of image. Where in secure communication,
the phase of key generation has many challenges and this
problem can be solved if the key is share in any form
between the sender and the receiver or if the generation of
the keys takes place rapidly during encryption and
decryption separately, thus, the concept of generation of
the key from an color image came to the role.
IV. APPROACH FOR IMAGE BASE KEY
GENERATION
There are 4 main steps while performing a image base key
generation and encryption process. The step’s are database
creation, key generation, data encryption data decryption.
i) Data base creation:- In this phase as we are going to use
sessions based key generation so twenty four images are
used on hourly basis session. The images are the set of a
color image i.e. RGB image. Once the sender and the
receiver are ready for communication they have access to
the image data base the sender and receiver should use
same image databases and an image with both users
should be of same name. Only legitimate sender and
receiver can access the image database.
ii) Key generation: - Key is generated from the color
image stored in database based on the different type of
image, the selection of image is randomly done. The
randomly done selection of image is inform to user by
encrypting it’s name and transmitting it with encrypted
message in file. In this paper we used one plane of RGB
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color image red, green or blue. So we have to shuffle
image 4*4 block matrix vertically up shift and horizontally
left shift increase step by step by matrix form and select R
plane 8 byte or G plane 4 byte and B plane 4 byte to get 16
byte key. The method uses a RGB image to generate a key
which will be used in the encryption and decryption
operations.
iii) Encryption: - The sender encrypts the confidential
message using the AES algorithm. In this level AES-128
bit encryption algorithm is used. The AES standard states
that the algorithm can only accept a block size of 128 bits.
In this case the entire data block is processed is parallel
during each round using substitutions and permutations. A
number of AES parameters depend on the key length. For
example, if the key size used is 128 then the number of
rounds is 10. The algorithm begins with an Add round key
stage followed by 9 rounds of four stages and a tenth
round of three stages. This applies for both encryption and
decryption. The exception that each stage of a round its
counterpart in the encryption algorithm. The four stages
are as follows: 1. Substitute bytes
2. Shift rows
3. Mix Columns
4. Add Round Key
iv) Decryption:- According to the session log the receiver
will consider the image in the image database and generate
key from that image which is used for decryption. The
generated key and the encrypted message both are send for
decryption (AES Algorithm) and the original message is
extracted. In this level the AES-128 bit algorithm is used.
The algorithm steps are as follows. The tenth round simply
leaves out the Mix columns stage. The first nine round of
the decryption algorithm consist of the following.
 Inverse Shift rows
 Inverse Substitute bytes
 Inverse Add Round key
 Inverse Mix columns.

VI. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
The performance analysis can be done with various
measures such as Diffusion analysis of AES & avalanche
effect, Speed comparison with encryption and decryption
cycles, key setup and key initialization and throughput of
encryption and decryption. The performance analysis will
be presented in the form of tables and figures as below.
A. Diffusion analysis
Diffusion is made for AES in two condition as listed
below:1. Changing a key at a time, keeping plain text as constant.
2. Changing a plain text at a time, keeping key as constant.
The output for an above two case is shown in table 1 and
table 2. From table 1 and table 2 we can see that Diffusion
is made for AES in two conditions as exhibits a strong
change in the output. This strong change shows that for
simple change in key or input text as result large change so
it offers a more security. Overall it is identified that AES
can be used in circumstances where high security is
required. Also AES is very much suitable for widespread
smart card implementation there is need for high security.
B. Time analysis
The time analysis contain the three type time analysis i.e.
Initialization time analysis, Encryption time analysis,
Decryption time analysis. This time analysis further used
for to calculate a average time and throughput of system.
Encryption time is used to calculate the throughput of an
encryption scheme. It indicates the speed of encryption.
Different packet sizes are used in this experiment for both
AES algorithms. The encryption time is recorded for the
encryption algorithms. The average data rate is calculated
for AES algorithm based on the recorded data. The
formula used for calculating average time is shown below.

V. RESULT
The result for several inputs with an output is shown in
Where
table below.
Avg Time = Average Data Rate (Kb/s)
Nb = Number of Messages
Mi=Message Size (Kb)
Ti=Time taken to Encrypt Message Mi
Encryption time is also used to calculate the throughput of
an encryption scheme. It indicates the speed of encryption.
The throughput of the encryption scheme is calculated
using the following formula
T
Throughput = E P
t

Where Tp= Total Plain text
Et= Encryption time
The result for Encryption time, Decryption time and
Initialization time is shown in Table 1 and table 2 . It is
very important to calculate the throughput time for the
encryption algorithm to known better performance of the
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algorithm. The average time required for the system by
calculating the result is 142.2 millisecond where the
throughput of the system is 18.
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